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Welcome!
We want a Scotland where 
archaeology is for everyone! 
A place where the study of 
the past offers opportunities 
for us now and in the future 
to discover, care for, promote 
and enjoy our rich and diverse 
heritage, contributing to our 
wellbeing and knowledge 
and helping to tell Scotland’s 
stories in their global context. 

In this magazine, bringing 
together articles and comments 
from people and organisations 
across the archaeology sector, 
we celebrate how Scotland's 
Archaeology Strategy is being 
delivered across the country.
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art, Argyll and 
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Pobull Fhinn, 
North Uist.
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Welcome to the 2019 magazine celebrating archaeology 
in Scotland, which aims to showcase some of the  
great work being undertaken across Scotland and 
promote how we are working to deliver Scotland’s 
Archaeology Strategy.

Last year’s magazine – the first – was very well received, 
with extremely positive responses so the Scottish 
Strategic Archaeology Committee (which oversees  
the development and implementation of the Strategy) 
are proud to present our second issue. 

This year we have tried to include more of what  
you asked for, including:

• News from the trenches.

•  Valuing our local authority archaeologists.

•  Showing off the best of Scottish sites and artefacts.

• The contribution of students.

The Strategy was created to complement and support 
other strategies in the sector, and articulate an effective 
and ambitious archaeology agenda within this landscape. 
I hope that you will enjoy celebrating some of the 
progress and successes of the strategy thus far.

On a personal note, having chaired the Committee since 
its inception in 2013, I will be standing down at the end of 
2019. The Strategy has been an exciting development for 
Scottish archaeology and I want to use this opportunity 
to thank all the past and present members of the 
Committee and the various working groups and teams 
working so hard to deliver projects and wish them every 
success in the future.

Professor Stephen Driscoll 
Chair of the Scottish Strategic Archaeology Committee

 @driscoll_s

WELCOME  
2019
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Steve Driscoll cleaning one of 
the rediscovered ‘lost’ stones 
at Govan Old Church in 2019.

INSIDE FRONT 
COVER
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HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SCOTLAND (HES), THE LEAD 
BODY FOR THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT IN SCOTLAND, 
ARE DRIVING FORWARD THIS AIM, WORKING CLOSELY 
WITH OTHERS ACROSS THE SECTOR. 

The proposals under this aim, more than any other, have the 
potential to affect the way in which the leading bodies in 
Scottish Archaeology work together and collaborate. 

Reviewing the national approach
In 2019/20, the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) 
will be taking forward a series of workshops looking at how the 
archaeological sector is structured and supported in Scotland, 
in collaboration with the Federation of Archaeological 
Managers and Employers (FAME) and the Association of Local 
Government Archaeological Officers (ALGAO) Scotland. 

The purpose of these sessions will be to get views and agree  
a consensus on where things are working well and where there 
is room for improvement. The format of the workshops is still 
under discussion, but we envisage that there will be remote 
access options to allow greater participation. The outputs will 
help to shape the priorities of Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy 
going forward.

Learning science 
across the Irish Sea
PhD student Sophie McDonald is 
receiving training from, and working with, 
colleagues in Cork, Ireland, to investigate 
environmental change in the 2nd 
millennium cal BC at Lairg in Sutherland, 
focusing on the Bronze Age expansion  
into the uplands. 

With this training she will become one of 
only a few people in Britain who understand 
the intricacies of high-resolution dating of 
palaeo-environmental sequences, and will 
be able to provide specialist advice to people 
working in the sector in Scotland. 

Orkney  
climate change  
research leads  
the way
The Climate Vulnerability Index (CVI), 
trialled on Scotland’s Heart of Neolithic 
Orkney World Heritage Site, has been 
presented at the UNESCO World Heritage 
Congress in Baku, Azerbaijan. 

The CVI was a collaborative effort between 
the University of the Highlands and Islands, 
James Cook University (JCU, Australia), 
Orkney Islands Council (OIC), The Union 
of Concerned Scientists (UCS), Historic 
Environment Scotland and ICOMOS Climate 
Change and Heritage Working Group.

The CVI approach examined the vulnerability 
of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of 
the Heart of Neolithic Orkney site – the basis 
for its selection as a World Heritage site. It also 
considered the community vulnerability, which 
explored the economic, social and cultural 
importance of the site for the local community 
and the potential impact of any loss.

It is hoped that this innovative approach,  
will soon be rolled out to World Heritage  
sites across the globe. 

www.historicenvironment.scot/hono-cvi
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Assessing existing standards and guidance
A review of guidance produced by Historic Environment 
Scotland, which is currently available to the public, was 
undertaken as part of the recent policy review, which resulted 
in the new Historic Environment Policy for Scotland. CIfA are 
also undertaking a review of their own guidance, and looking 
into how it is used and promoted as part of a two-year HES 
supported project which started in April 2019. 

A draft way forward for a new set of archaeology guidance 
notes for HES has been reviewed internally and will be put 
to the Scottish Strategic Archaeology Committee. These 
documents will be practical guides, focusing on areas such as 
archaeological dating, sampling strategies and the treatment  
of human remains which have been identified by the sector  
as needing authoritative and up-to-date guidance.

International collaboration
The funding of projects with an international component 
remains a priority area for HES in its archaeology grant 
funding, and is now backed up by the publication of a ten-year 
international strategy for HES which promotes international 
collaboration at a strategic level. However, the number of 
truly international projects coming forward for funding is still 
relatively small.We would love to hear about your ideas for 
projects to extend Scotland’s reach so please do get in touch.

Kirsty Owen 
Historic Environment Scotland  
kirsty.owen@hes.scot 

DELIVERING  
ARCHAEOLOGY

Coastal defences at 
Skara Brae, Orkney. 

International Climate 
Vulnerability Index workshop 

discusses the impact of climate 
change on the coastline  

of Orkney.

 Working together  
to broaden the impact  
and public benefit  
of archaeology.

Sophie at work  
in Ireland.

https://www.historicenvironment.scot/
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The results are in! 
The portal survey has now closed, and we’ve had some 
time to consider the findings. The idea of a research 
portal for Scotland is definitely supported, but where  
do we go from here?

Our legacy
Historic Environment Scotland has a long history of 
supporting archaeological investigation, going back 
decades through the existence of its predecessor 
organisations. Some of these investigations were not 
completed, for a variety of reasons. Where the original 
excavation team are unable to pick the project up and 
continue, we have a responsibility to ensure that this 
publicly funded research is finished and the results 
disseminated in an appropriate format. The work which 
we are undertaking to tackle our legacy was covered in 
the last report, and we are continuing to work alongside 
the regional research framework project leads to ensure 
that any gaps in our understanding which these projects 
relate to are acknowledged as the frameworks are 
created. This first phase of the project is tackling only 
Historic Environment Scotland’s own legacy. Once this 
is complete, we hope to work together as a sector to 
repeat the same process for non-HES funded projects. 
We will do this working closely with local authority 
archaeologists, who have in-depth knowledge of  
what is completed and uncompleted in their areas. 

Linking up with existing resources
As part of delivering the Strategy, a number of disparate 
online platforms for research are working more 
closely together, with the aim of better integrating 
research. One aspect of this is the proposed hosting 
of all Scotland’s research frameworks on a single 
platform linked to OASIS and so to the recording of 
archaeological events. Your feedback told us strongly 
that a portal detailing unfinished excavations would 
need to be connected to ScARF’s research questions,  
to DES/OASIS for recording the activity and to Canmore 
for archival resources, as well as potentially to Treasure 
Trove and museums to locate the physical archive. 
Ideally, it would be hosted on resilient platform, where 
it would be maintained with its existence not predicated 
on grant funding. Therefore, in the first instance we 
will be undertaking discussions with colleagues within 
Historic Environment Scotland to see if the portal could 
be housed on one of our existing platforms. 

So what will it look like?
Broadly speaking, three things need to be decided 
before we can move on with this project. The question 
of hosting has already been mentioned, as has the links 
to other infrastructure which is required and desirable 
to avoid repetition and ensure all our resources are kept 
up to date. The third issue is the ‘look’ of the portal itself; 
what exactly needs to be in it? How can we avoid the 
difficult business of implying blame where an excavation 
remains unfinished? Scotland is not the first country 
to put its legacy projects online. The Heritage Council 
of Ireland published a list of significant unpublished 
archaeological excavations dating from 1930 to 1997 
in the early 2000s, and we will be looking to see what 
we can learn from this example. As a starting point, an 
average portal entry could look like the table above.

The research questions are the link between the portal 
and ScARF, and effectively make the portal a means by 
which the relevant ScARF questions could be addressed. 

Next steps
Moving from the results of the portal survey to a digital 
solution which connects this proposed new resource to 
existing entities is going to require a collaborative effort, 
which will be very much in the spirit of the Strategy.  
In the first instance we will be working with HES’s Spatial 
Information Manager, Peter McKeague and  
Helen Spencer, the ScARF Project Manager to ensure 
that the above approach is feasible. 

Kirsty Owen and Peter McKeague 
HES

PERCEIVING 
OUR LEGACY

Community based field survey and research and 
recording work on Uist in the southern Outer Hebrides

Roger Auger, Simon Davies and David Newman, a retired 
maths teacher, dentist and architect respectively, met by 
chance at a series of archaeology evening classes on Uist 
in the Outer Hebrides several years ago. Soon recognising 
a mutual interest in field walking, they started exploring 
the remote and un-populated east coast of Uist in the 
Outer Hebrides with the aim of improving the very limited 
database of recorded archaeological sites in the area. 
Working under the group name ‘Uist Summer Wine’, the 
three have systematically field walked extensive areas of 
North Uist, Benbecula and South Uist recording hundreds 
of new sites. Although the majority date to the modern 
period, a number of important prehistoric discoveries 
have also been made including a fort, a roundhouse and 
a number of rock shelters. Several already known sites 
whose locations were incorrectly recorded have also  
been relocated. Sites are recorded principally through  
a digital online map, field survey reports (two of which 
are deposited with HES), but also as downloadable 
papers via the group’s website at:

https://uistsummerwine.weebly.com/

Uist Summer Wine is also actively engaged with the 
SCAPE Trust’s SCHARP project, recording hundreds of 
at risk coastal sites and currently focussing on intertidal 
peat deposits on Benbecula and Berneray, the HES 
rock art survey of Scottish carved stones, and the 
forthcoming survey on Uist by Reading University of 
potential Neolithic island sites. Other current projects 
being worked on by the group include a field survey of 
North and South Lee, research on the unusually named 
shieling sites called ‘Shieling of the One Night’ (Airigh na 
h-Aon Oidhche), and recording the vestiges of the 18thC 
baile settlements on North Uist largely destroyed during 
19thC crofting township reorganisation.

Aerial view of surveying at a newly discovered 
prehistoric hilltop fort on the east side of North 
Uist. Bottom left is the remains of a souterrain, 

there is a saddle quern in the top right, complete 
with rubbing stone. HES surveyed the site later 

and speculated that there may have been previous 
excavations in the 1800s.

North Uist’s remote and uninhabited 
East coast is more easily accessed by 
boat, the area’s inaccessibility is likely 
to have led to the lack of recorded 
sites, giving a false impression that it 
was unpopulated in earlier times.

UIST SUMMER 
WINE
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The Scottish Archaeological Legacy List

Site Name Agreed name of the site

ScARF PERIOD Chronological period  
matched to ScARF

Regional Research Framework Relevant RRF or, if existing

Theme ScARF panel report theme,  
if relevant

STATUS Actively being worked on,  
inactive or unknown

Description of Site General site description, possibly taken 
from Canmore or HES designation portal

Statutory Designations Scheduled/Listed/SSSI ect

Event Feed from DES/OASIS Links to relevant records

HER Link to HER

Canmore Links to Canmore

Receiving Museum Name of Museum in  
Possession of Archive, or TT links

Bibliographic References Main bibliographic references

List of Active Research Questions To be fed out directly from  
the Research Framework platform

YOU MIGHT REMEMBER THAT 
IN 2018 WE OPENED A SURVEY 
ON WHETHER SCOTTISH 
ARCHAEOLOGY NEEDED  
A RESEARCH PORTAL. 

In 
Depth
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Unearthing prehistoric settlement at 
Northbar In September 2017, GUARD 
Archaeology Ltd began evaluating the 
presence or absence of archaeology at 
Northbar on the outskirts of Erskine in 
Renfrewshire, in advance of a housing 
development. What began as a search 
for a medieval battlefield ended with 
the discovery of one of most significant 
Bronze Age settlement sites ever found  
in Scotland. 

The aims were to establish if any 
archaeology survived below the surface 
and more specifically whether any evidence 
survived from the Battle of Renfrew, which 
our earlier desk-based assessment had 
identified as reputedly nearby. While our 
metal detecting survey and trial trenches 
of 8% of the development area revealed no 
evidence for any battlefield archaeology, 
we did encounter a large number of 
previously unknown prehistoric features 
across the site.

Bronze Age settlement revealed
The following excavation, completed in 
April 2019, revealed over one thousand 
archaeological features, including eight 
ring-groove roundhouses, seven circular 
post-built roundhouses, and eight 
cremation burials spread over 

6.3 hectares (59% of the development 
area). The presence of up to 15 
roundhouses, six of which have already 
been dated to the Bronze Age through the 
recovery of pottery, is exceptional, given 
that only around 100 similar structures have 
been dated to the Bronze Age in Scotland 
previously. Northbar has the potential to 
greatly add to knowledge of Bronze Age 
settlement patterns in Scotland.

Engaging the community
Throughout the excavation we sought 
opportunities to engage with the local 
community on behalf of the developer to 
provide transparency about what we were 
finding. This positive engagement led to 
us presenting a talk at the local residents’ 
AGM, while the fieldwork was ongoing,  
and an invitation back the following year.

With our client’s consent, we organised 
site visits by the local historical interest 
group; providing hands on opportunities 
for local residents to engage with 
archaeology, improving the perception of 
the development, and nurturing positive 
developer-community relations.

THE VAST MAJORITY 
OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATION OCCURS 
IN THE DEVELOPER-LED 
SECTOR, THE RESULT OF 
CLOSE COLLABORATION 
BETWEEN LOCAL AUTHORITY 
ARCHAEOLOGISTS, DEVELOPERS, 
AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL UNITS 
AND THEIR DIGGERS. IN THIS 
FEATURE WE HEAR ABOUT 
TWO EXCAVATIONS WHICH ARE 
DELIVERING THE ARCHAEOLOGY 
STRATEGY WHILST TELLING US 
MORE ABOUT SCOTLAND’S PAST. 

Managing a major project
Spending adequate time excavating complex 
archaeological remains on large sites like 
Northbar, where ongoing construction works 
are gathering pace, relies on maintaining 
flexibility and a good working relationship 
with the developer and their other 
contractors; prioritising areas that they need 
to start work in first, before moving on to 
other areas of the site. Having appropriate 
time-frames to complete each area was 
especially useful as we experienced extreme 
weather conditions, from flooding to heavy 
snow and frozen ground, and gale force 
winds too!

Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy’s aims  
to ensure that people have the opportunity 
to acquire and use the archaeological skills 
that they need or desire, and that those  
skills provide the underpinning for innovation 
in archaeology. 

During the excavation we enabled 
staff from the Scottish Universities 
Environmental Research Centre (SUERC) 
to visit the site, including a student from 
the University of Haifa, Israel, who took 
samples for thermoluminescence dating. 
And despite the pressure of ongoing 
construction works we were able to train 
new archaeology graduates amongst 

our team in core skills of archaeological 
fieldwork as well as using survey equipment, 
photogrammetry and building recording. 
Being able to oversee the training of an 
early career archaeologist on a single 
site for such an extended time is highly 
rewarding, both for trainee and trainer. 

Understanding the past
The excavation also supported the 
Strategy’s aim to increase knowledge, 
understanding, and interpretation of the 
past. Two of the cremations uncovered 
were still within partially complete vessels, 
and these were block lifted and brought 
back to our Finds Lab so that they could 
be excavated in laboratory conditions, 
maximising the information that could  
be extracted. 

We will continue this approach throughout 
the post-excavation process, engaging 
with a variety of experts from universities 
and commercial companies. To make this 
knowledge readily accessible, we will 
be giving further talks to local societies 
and interested parties, to enable anyone 
interested to follow the progress of our 
work as we prepare the final publication. 

Dave McNicol 
GUARD Archaeology Ltd
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Clockwise from above: 
Circular post-built 

roundhouse, covered in snow.

Two ring-groove 
roundhouses prior to 

excavation.

Excavation of cremation 
graves.

Post excavation of ring-
groove roundhouse. 

In 
Depth

http://www.guard-archaeology.co.uk/
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Glimpses of Medieval St Andrews
Development in the centre of historic towns can 
be rare, and the assumption is often that 19th and 
20th century construction will have destroyed 
any earlier remains. Trial trenching at the site 
indicated that although the later buildings had 
removed any evidence along the street frontage, 
there was still good survival of deposits and cut 
features at the rear, within what would have  
been some of the original burgage plots of  
the medieval burgh. 

Although detailed analysis has yet to be 
undertaken, the archaeology present can  
be separated into five phases of activity, 
stretching from the 12-13th century through to 
the 19th century. The most intense period of 
occupation appears to have been in the  
12th – 15th centuries, when the site contained 
numerous pits and drainage type features.

Of particular note was the discovery of a 
complete medieval jug of mid-12th to mid-14th 
century date, of a type known as Scottish White 
Gritty Ware. Although medieval pottery is a 
relatively common discovery in pit contexts, it  
is very rare to find vessels surviving intact, and 
this proved to be a highlight of the excavation  
for all involved. 

Learning opportunities 
Larger-scale excavations often provide 
an opportunity to employ early career 
archaeologists, and the St Andrews site gave  
two of Headland’s newest recruits – Kim Nash  
and Asta Pavilionyte – the chance to develop  
their skills on a more complex site than they 
were used to. Both have been working with 
the company for the past year and have learnt 
lots in that time, not only from the St Andrews 
excavation but also other sites across the country. 

‘It was a great opportunity to see complex 
stratigraphy in action’, said Kim. ‘Having to 
excavate down through such thin layers of 
deposit and then sample them correctly was a 
new thing for me. Most of the archaeology I had 
come across previously had very straightforward 

fills; having to untangle what was going on 
and then record and communicate that really 
increased my confidence in my own abilities.’

Stephen Cox, who led the excavation, also 
appreciated the opportunity to help more junior 
staff develop their skills. ‘It was a great team to 
work with, and really satisfying to help Asta and 
Kim work on their drawing and recording skill  
and focus on understanding the stratigraphy  
and matrices of the features.’

Asta has a particularly effective description  
of her take on personal development; ‘A career  
is like a house, and your university education 
forms just the foundation of that house. The past 
year, I have learnt so many things on each site  
I have worked on, and each one is a brick in  
my ‘career house’.’ 

Initial reporting on the site has been  
completed, and further analysis of the  
remains will be undertaken in due  
course. In the meantime, the team will  
draw on this experience on their next 
archaeological challenges.

Kirsty Dingwall 
Headland Archaeology

LEARNING SKILLS  
AND DISCOVERING  

ST ANDREWS’ PASTExcavating a 
medieval pit, 
St Andrews. 

Complete 
medieval jug 
of 12th to 14th 
century date 
recovered in  
St Andrews.
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“It’s important not 
to get disheartened 

as you begin to 
realise how much 

you still don’t know 
when you start 

in your first year 
of professional 

work – every day 
is an opportunity 

to expand your 
knowledge!”

Asta Pavilionyte

In 
Depth

IN EARLY 2019, HEADLAND 
ARCHAEOLOGY (UK) LTD UNDERTOOK A 
PROGRAMME OF WORK ON THE SITE OF 
A DEMOLISHED POLICE STATION IN THE 
HEART OF ST ANDREWS FOR WAVERLEY 
TWEED LTD. THE EXCAVATIONS 
REVEALED GLIMPSES OF MEDIEVAL 
ST ANDREWS BUT ALSO PROVIDED A 
GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR NEW STAFF 
TO DEVELOP THEIR SKILLS.

The 
excavation 
team.
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IN 2019, THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF 
SCOTLAND HAVE CONTINUED TO DEVELOP 
THE SCARF (SCOTTISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK) RESOURCE TO BE 
THE GO-TO PLACE FOR PROFESSIONALS, 
STUDENTS AND THE WIDER AUDIENCE TO 
INCREASE UNDERSTANDING OF SCOTLAND’S 
ARCHAEOLOGY. 

The purpose of the framework is to reflect the 
current state of knowledge regarding Scotland’s 
past and collaboratively identify a set of useful 
and relevant research questions for everyone  
to use and help focus research efforts.

An evaluation of the ScARF project was carried 
out this year and the results show that the 
frameworks continue to be an essential tool 
for local archaeologists, commercial units and 
academics. Having a national framework was 
considered to be the ‘envy of other countries’  
and this bold ambition needs to continue as  
we seek to produce new regional frameworks. 

Areas for improvement centre around ensuring 
the content of ScARF is robust, balanced and of 
a high academic standard as well as there being a 
desire for an improved process to update, provide 
answers to questions and propose new ones as 
the framework evolves over time. 

Four Regional Research Frameworks are currently 
in production, in the South East of Scotland, the 
Highlands, the Scottish Islands (Western Isles, 
Shetland and Orkney) and in Perth and Kinross. 
We have held three framework events this year 
in North Uist, Perth and Lerwick, Shetland with a 
combined total of nearly 300 attendees gathering 
to discuss and refine research objectives for the 
three regions. As most of these projects move 
into their second year, drafts are now being 
written for each framework which will be available 
for further consultation, discussion and feedback 
throughout 2020, before going online in 2021. 
Plans are now starting to be made to begin the 
next RRF projects in the South-West of Scotland 
and Aberdeenshire, Angus and Moray. 

Continued...

ENHANCING  
UNDERSTANDING

Scotland’s Island Research 
Framework for Archaeology 
(SIRFA) participants visiting 

the eroding remains of 
structures at Baile Sear.

 Increasing knowledge, 
understanding and 
interpretation of the past.
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Museums and specialists
We have also added some new case studies to 
the ScARF website including the addition of the 
Scottish Grooved Ware Catalogue which is free 
to download. This is the result of the ‘Tracing the 
Lines’ project, funded by HES and coordinated 
by the University of Bradford with collaboration 
from SUERC and museums across Scotland. The 
catalogue is a database of Scottish Grooved Ware 
and their associated radiocarbon dates and will 
help answer questions about the chronology and 
spread of this pottery type across Scotland and 
the UK. 

2019 was also the final year of the ScARF 
Museums project (supported by Museums 
Galleries Scotland and HES). This project helped 
support local museum curators in Aberdeenshire 
Museums Service (Live Life Aberdeen) to 
develop research knowledge relevant to their 
own archaeological collections. The collaboration 
helped to highlight research gaps and encourage 
new research on existing collections with the 
focus is on Aberdeenshire. The project culminated 
in a two-day workshop at Mintlaw Collections 
Centre and Aden Country Park in April 2019 with 
tours of the collections and discussion of the 
potential of the collections for future innovative 
research and engagement opportunities. 

The Society has also played 
host to a Wikimedian 
in Residence who has 
been enhancing Scottish 
archaeology and heritage 
information on the Wikimedia 
site. As part of this we have 
held two successful edit-a-
thons, the second focussing 
on addressing the lack of 
knowledge about women’s 
contributions to Scotland’s archaeology. 

Finally look out for our new and improved ScARF 
website due to be launched in Autumn 2019. It 
has been designed to be more intuitive to use, 
regularly updateable and will enable all our 
national, regional and subject specialist research 
frameworks to be more easily searchable and 
better integrated. This will make this knowledge 
resource more easily accessible than before and 
will in time be able to be automatically updated as 
we discover and understand more about our past. 

Helen Spencer 
The Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

All the information about ScARF is online at: 
www.scarf.scot 
www.scottishheritagehub.com/

Budding archaeologist 
Matthew excavating an 18th 
century railway, Cockenzie.

Examining finds during 
a workshop at Aberdeen 
Museum. 

Community volunteers 
excavating the remains 
of Scotland’s oldest 
railway, Cockenzie.

Reconstructed Iron 
Age settlement at  
Old Scatness, 
Shetland.

Examining the 
submerged forest 
at Lionacleit beach, 
Benbecula.
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Working towards  
an aDNA database  
for Scotland
High resolution sequencing of ancient DNA is extremely 
difficult but advances in recovery of suitable material, and the 
identification and removal of contamination, has meant that 
this method of analysis is becoming more popular. 

aDNA has the potential to tell us a lot about people in the past, 
from the sex of skeletons where the anatomical identifiers do 
not survive, to ancient diseases, and migration patterns and 
the spread of populations. And it is isn’t just people; projects 
looking at aDNA in Scotland also consider DNA from plants, 
animals and sediments, contributing a huge amount to our 
understanding of Scotland’s past. 

In 2015, the Rhind lecture series, organised and run by the 
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, explored the progress 
and demands of British archaeology. At a concluding panel 
discussion, it was recognised that with the increase in projects 
studying ancient DNA in Scotland, there needed to be a way  
to better coordinate and make accessible the results.

Fast forward to 2019, and thanks to a massive effort from Dr 
Alison Sheridan at the National Museums Scotland, and thanks 
to all the researchers who contributed their data, we now have 
the beginnings of a database for human aDNA in Scotland. 
Published in Discovery and Excavation in Scotland (online), 
is a list of all known individuals who have been sampled for 
aDNA and radiocarbon dating, and links are provided to where 
the results will be made available. The Archaeological Science 
Manager in HES is now working to keep this up to date and to 
add the list to the National Record of the Historic Environment 
(NRHE), linked to the sites in which they were found. 

We realise that this is not an exhaustive list and if you have 
been involved in, or are aware of, any aDNA projects being 
undertaken on material from Scotland, please get in touch  
via email:

lisa.brown@hes.scot 

Scotland’s rock  
art project 
Prehistoric rock carvings (‘cup and ring markings’) 
are a unique part of Scotland’s heritage. Almost 
3000 carved rocks survive on outcrops and boulders 
scattered across the open landscape where they 
have endured for at least 5000 years. 

Despite their past and present importance, however, 
the carvings are little known and poorly understood. 
Scotland’s Rock Art Project (ScRAP), funded by the 
Arts and Humanities Research Council, is the first 
major programme focusing on prehistoric rock art. 
Working with communities across the country, we 
are recording, researching and raising awareness 
of the carvings. Since the project began in 2017, 
we have trained over 160 people to record rock art 
using a suite of techniques, including 3D modelling 
(photogrammetry), and to make this information 
publicly accessible via our website at:

www.rockart.scot

At this mid-point in the five-year project, we have 11 
trained Community Teams operating in different parts 
of Scotland. 

Together, we have so far recorded details for 
over 700 rock art sites, and delivered at least 100 
presentations, guided walks and other activities to 
a range of audiences. Our work led to community 
led-events and publications, inspiring creative 
outputs in textiles, glass and virtual reality, producing 
considerable media interest. Significantly, rock art is 
gradually creeping onto archaeological research and 
management strategies. We anticipate that these 
trends will continue to develop during the remainder 
of the project – and potentially well beyond. 

As we move into the next phase of ScRAP, data  
co-produced with our community teams will  
inform our research. By sharing the outcomes of this 
research with professional and public audiences,  
we hope to foster 
wider understanding 
and appreciation  
of the rock art, both 
in Scotland and 
internationally, and to 
enhance the potential 
for creativity and 
sustainability.

Tertia Barnett 
Historic Environment Scotland

Open Access
In addition to ScARF, the Society of 
Antiquaries of Scotland also publishes 
high-quality, peer-reviewed books and 
journals, continuing a publishing tradition 
that dates to 1792. We strive to make all 
our publications open access at the point 
of publication, to ensure that research 
into Scotland’s archaeology can reach  
the widest possible audience. 

The past year has seen the publication  
of volume 147 of our annual Proceedings 
which includes the RBK Stevenson award-
winning paper ‘Ava’: a Beaker-associated 
woman from a cist at Achavanich, Highland, 
and the story of her (re)discovery and 
subsequent study. This paper is openly 
available online and has been viewed over 
3,000 times thanks to funding from Historic 
Environment Scotland.

Five new Scottish Archaeological Internet 
Reports (SAIR) have also been published 
so far in 2019, with more in the pipeline 
to publish by the end of the year. The five 
papers provide the definitive reports on 
significant excavations around Scotland, 
ranging from a burial ground in Leith to a 
Beaker burial on Deeside, Aberdeenshire. 
Launched in 2001, this latest update brings 
the total number of SAIR reports to 86. All 
the reports are available to view Open Access 
and represent a vital record of excavations 
around the country over the past 20 years 
(and beyond).

Finally, the past year saw the launch of our 
new journals’ website (journals.socantscot.
org), developed in partnership with the 
University of Edinburgh Library. All 147 
volumes of the Proceedings, five volumes  
of its predecessor, Archaeologia Scotica, and  
86 SAIR papers are all now accessible via 
this single platform, the majority of which 
are free to access, with a new full-text search 
function to make researching Scotland’s  
past easier and more user-friendly than  
ever before. 

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
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Scotland’s Rock 
Art Project 
working with 
rock art across 
Scotland. 

PhD student Orsolya 
Czere extracting 
collagen from  
human remains. 

https://www.socantscot.org/
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In January 2019, over 80 delegates 
travelled to North Uist to identify and 
discuss research gaps, opportunities and 
priorities for archaeological research 
across the Western Isles. 

The four-day event attracted a range 
of stakeholders from universities, the 
commercial sector, national heritage 
organisations and local heritage and 
community groups. As well as thematic 
and period-based workshops there were 
also public lectures and fieldtrips to sites 
including Barpa Langass and Baile Sear. 
The event was a great start to build our 
new Regional Research Framework for  
the Western Isles. 

A few people questioned the wisdom of a 
January meeting in the Hebrides – and yes, 
we must admit that the weather did cause 
a few travel-related delays. However, I am 
happy to report that all of our 85 delegates 
made it to Lochmaddy in one piece. Some 
people travelled a long way, as far as from 
Washington in the US. 

Others, just a few miles from neighbouring 
townships. We were extremely pleased 
with the range of people who turned up 
and contributed – researchers from 14 
different universities (including students, 
early career researchers and established 
academics), representatives from nine 
heritage and culture agencies and 
organisations, commercial archaeologists, 
museums staff and heritage professionals 
and members of the local community. 

The diversity of the contributors has 
certainly come through in the types of 
research questions and gaps identified 
and we hope this will be reflected in 
the final framework. There was a strong 
emphasis on community-benefits and the 
added-value of research with an interest 
to see Gaelic language and culture more 
effectively incorporated and reflected 
in archaeological research methods and 
outputs. There was also discussion of 
interdisciplinary approaches to research, 
with a specific emphasis on creative 
practices. 

In 
Depth
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Debate and dIscussion
The Symposium was structured around broad 
period-based and thematic workshop sessions. 
The thematic approach was important as it 
allowed us to explore multi-period sites and 
associated research questions, and enabled  
on-period-based specialists to participate  
and contribute their expertise. 

During the workshops, our excellent session  
chairs encouraged delegates to discuss, debate 
and finally agree on some key research questions 
and priorities for future archaeological research 
across the region. 

The session discussions were occasionally heated, 
at times rather intense! Overall, however, hugely 
productive in terms of the thoughtful, well-
considered and wonderfully ambitious research 
questions that this process produced. In addition, 
we amassed 34.5 hours of workshop recordings 
and over 10,000 words of detailed notes from 
staff and contributors. 

Taking inspiration from the coast
Workshop discussions continued into the field.  
A trip to see eroding later prehistoric settlements 
at Baile Sear, reminding everyone about the 
serious impacts of coastal erosion on our 
heritage and highlighting the the Scottish Coastal 
Archaeology and the Problem of Erosion (SCAPE) 
Trust’s important contributions to research across 
the Western Isles and beyond. 

A visit to Barpa Langass allowed for a discussion 
on potential consolidation works at this significant 
monument. The group were introduced to a 
new site at Lionacleit where SCAPE Trust and 
University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI)
Archaeology Institute have been working with 
local community groups to record an impressive 
submerged woodland. Finally, a trip to the 
island of Berneray with Uist Archaeology’s Kate 
MacDonald allowed for an investigation into an 
early monastic site. The Comann Eachdraidh 
hosted a film night, featuring local filmmakers, 
at Taigh Chearsabhagh. Julie Gibson, Mike 
Parker Pearson and Niall Sharples gave excellent 
and inspiring lectures at a very well attended 
public talk. And thanks to Highlands and Islands 
Enterprise Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, we ended 
the event quite appropriately with Harris Gin,  
local seafood and a ceilidh hosted by Gaelic  
arts organisations Ceòlas Uibhist. 

We are hugely grateful to everyone who 
contributed, especially the chairs and field trip 
guides. Lews Castle College and UHI Archaeology 
Institute coordinate the SIRFA project in 
partnership with Local Authority archaeologists 
at Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, Shetland Amenity 
Trust, and Orkney Islands Council. The project is 
supported by ScARF and ALGAO and funded by 
HES as part of Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy.

Rebecca Rennell 
UHI Archaeology

www.sirfa.co.uk

Driving forward  
research in the 
Western Isles

“ The expectation is that local 
and national bodies overseeing 
archaeology, as well as 
funders of archaeological 
research, will require that all 
research across Scotland’s 
islands reference and respond 
to the priorities outlined in 
this framework. It is therefore 
a significant piece of work and 
one that will direct and shape 
the future of archaeological 
research in the islands.” 

“ SIRFA involves 
working with a range 
of stakeholders to 
identify gaps in current 
knowledge and agree where 
archaeological researchers 
should focus their 
attention now and  
in the future,” 

Delegates visiting a 
chambered cairn, South Uist. Im
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Visit to Barpa 
Langass, 
North Uist.

Eroding coastlines 
on the Uists. 
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On the 26th and 27th of January 2019, the 
second Scottish Student Archaeology Society 
Conference took place, this year hosted by the 
Edinburgh University Archaeology Society. 

It was fantastic to see this event take place again 
– I very much enjoyed the 2018 event in Glasgow 
and was blown away by the quality of the event. 
This year it looked at ‘Scotland’s Diverse Past’  
and the conference followed a slightly different 
format with students presenting their research  
on Day 1, Day 2 consisting of keynote talks 
followed by a panel discussion. I was honoured 
to be approached to deliver the talk on Day 2 to 
discuss my work focused on increasing equality 
and diversity with both our heritage audiences 
and our profession. 

My presentation included a summary of  
key projects that Archaeology Scotland  
has developed and delivered since 2011  
which seek to develop new heritage audiences.  
I also discussed several new initiatives I am co-
ordinating on behalf of the Chartered Institute  
for Archaeologists, which seek to develop new 
entry routes into the profession and new ways  
of training our archaeologists. I concluded my  
talk with my own personal experiences of equality 
and diversity experienced through my work and 
highlighted how beneficial it has been to be 
mentored throughout my career. I have been 
fortunate with my personal experiences but, as 
identified by the BAJR-led RESPECT Campaign, 
there is still much work to be done to ensure  
that everyone has the same positive experiences. 

The panel discussion that followed was wide 
ranging and at times worrying. The panel included 
myself, Alison Sheridan (National Museum of 
Scotland), Rachel Opitz (Glasgow University), 
Andy Heald (AOC Archaeology), David Connelly 
(BAJR), Rachel McMullan (Headland Archaeology), 
Jennifer Thoms (Archaeology Scotland) and 
Christine Rennie (Guard Archaeology).

Training and experience
We spent a lot of time discussing the type 
of training and experience graduates are 
developing at university which are sometimes 
at odds with what is required to work within the 
commercial sector. A main talking point was 
the concern expressed by the audience about 

the increasingly exclusive nature 
of field schools. Audience 

members recognised that 
they need field experience 
to gain employment upon 

graduation, but the 
increasing costs of 
attending field schools 
is becoming prohibitive. 

The frustration with this 
issue was keenly expressed by 

audience members. 

Gender and parenthood in archaeology
Another question was about the gender 
imbalance at more senior levels in the heritage 
sector. Market research conducted by Landward 
Research Ltd showed that there was a substantial 
drop off of women in senior archaeological roles, 
past the age of 30. It was inspiring to hear of 
AOC Archaeology, where around 70% of senior 
management are women. Times are changing  
but only slowly in my experience. 

The challenges of being a parent and an 
archaeologist were also discussed and in particular 
the challenge of conducting fieldwork. We heard 
of a great example where a field school provided 
childcare and flexible working hours for the 
excavation team, to enable those with young 
families to continue attending the research project. 

Enabling archaeology
The discussion also included disability within 
the profession and specifically the reality facing 
someone with a physical disability on fieldwork. 
The fantastic work of Theresa O’Mahony (founder 
of the Enabled Archaeology Foundation) shows 
that adaptions can be made for anyone to 
come out on site – we as a profession just need 
to get better at enabling these adaptions and 
opportunities. 

Since the conference took place there are several 
of the panel who have met to discuss the main 
issues. These include improving links between 
industry and university departments to enable 
student placements within the commercial sector, 
finding case studies where ‘archaeo-parents’ are 
supported in work or out in the field, talking to 
university career advisors to ensure students are 
aware of the diverse nature of an archaeological 
career (it’s not just digging!) and setting up a 
mentoring network so that everyone has access 
to career support and guidance. 

Meeting challenges
The weekend was thought provoking and for 
us (those who have a career in archaeology) it 
posed several challenges that we as a profession 
must meet if we are to ensure that those studying 
archaeology follow through with a career in the 
discipline. I particularly value this event as it 
enables me to meet our future archaeologists 
and listen directly to their thoughts and career 
concerns. I hope the event is repeated in 2020 
and that the organisers know we are here to help. 

Cara Jones 
Archaeology Scotland and Chartered Institute  
for Archaeologists (CIfA)

www.scottishstudentarchaeology.wordpress.
com/barrow-magazine/

This article originally appeared in Barrow,  
the newly revived magazine of the Glasgow 
University Archaeology Society.

‘SCOTLAND’S 
DIVERSE PAST’: 
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REFLECTIONS 
ON THE 2019 
SCOTTISH STUDENT 
ARCHAEOLOGY 
SOCIETY 
CONFERENCE

In 
Depth

Front cover 
of Barrow 
vol. 3, 
Summer 
2019.

www.scottishstudentarchaeology.wordpress.com/barrow-magazine/
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Barrow revived
Barrow Magazine, the magazine of the Glasgow University 
Archaeology Society was published intermittently between 
1968 and 1988. 

Over this time, it hosted contributions from student members 
and staff from within the University of Glasgow Archaeology 
Department, and was published annually with the assistance of 
the department. After a hiatus of almost 20 years, we decided in 
2018 to resurrect Barrow in a new, digital form as a magazine 
to showcase the work of students and share stories from across 
Scottish Archaeology and beyond. Since then we have published 
three issues of Barrow and are planning a fourth. 

Some of the highlights of the new Barrow, for me, have been 
the articles offered by our student members. Articles on topics 
such as Game design for Archaeology, Heritage as Property and 
Environmental Therapy in Art and Archaeology show some of 
the diverse range of interests which contribute to each issue and 
illustrate how much our conception of archaeology has changed 
since Barrow began. One guest article which differed from the 
norm in our most recent issue was a piece by Richard Patterson, 
Master Blender for the recently released ‘Shackleton’ Whisky, 
who worked on the recreation of the whisky from bottles found 

frozen in the Antarctic from the 
1907 expedition. 

Through editing for Barrow, and 
writing the occasional article I have 
had the opportunity to learn about 
different debates across archaeology 
and heritage which I might never 
have otherwise encountered. The 
content of Barrow is overseen by 
our team of Editors, and the design 
and illustration by our Design 
Editor Elizabeth Robertson. 

Eddie Stewart

BY TAGGING YOUR CONTENT 
WITH #SCOTARCHSTRAT 
YOU CAN JOIN A NATIONAL 
CONVERSATION ABOUT HOW 
SCOTLAND’S ARCHAEOLOGY 
STRATEGY IS MAKING 
ARCHAEOLOGY MATTER.

EXCITING ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
DISCOVERIES AND INNOVATIVE 
NEW WORK HAVE HAPPENED 
ACROSS THE COUNTRY IN 
2019. HERE WE SAMPLE SOME 
OF WHAT’S BEING GOING ON 
FROM ACROSS SCOTLAND 
AND LOOK AT WHAT’S BEEN 
CREATING A BUZZ ON SOCIAL 
MEDIA. 

OUT & 
ABOUT

Women in Scottish  
archaeology Wikipedia 
edit-a-thon

Just 18% of biographies in English 
Wikipedia are dedicated to women.

On 9 May, Dig It! teamed up with 
Edinburgh Central Library and 
Wikimedia UK to deliver a workshop 
teaching people how to improve 
this statistic. The participants 
documented the achievements 
of Scottish women working in 
archaeology (or women working 
in Scottish archaeology) past and 
present by updating existing articles 
and creating new ones. This included 
a page on Margaret Simpson,  
who is considered to be the first 
professional female archaeologist  
in Scotland. These pages received  
over 55,000 views in the four  
weeks after the event.

#ScotlandDigs2019
Dig It!’s dig season campaign covered 
archaeology across the country from the 
first day of summer in June to the last  
day in September. 

Members of the public were invited to 
follow along with excavations on the Dig It! 
website or social media with the hashtag: 
#ScotlandsDigs2019. 

By working with organisations from Shetland 
to the Scottish Borders, Dig It! were able 
to build a buzz around this year’s summer 
excavations, increase the visibility of 
everyone’s content and create a “one-stop-
shop” hashtag for new discoveries which 
complemented the #ScotArchStrat hashtag. 
In the first month alone, the hashtag received 
over 1.6 million impressions.

Valuing our Local  
Authority  
Archaeologists
Last year, you told us that you would  
like to hear more about the important  
work Local Authority Archaeologists  
do in communities across the country.  
We asked you for some of your experiences 
working with these important members  
of the archaeological community.

My Local Authority  Archaeologist... 
got me wanting to be much more involved in community archaeology...

#ScotArchStrat

My Local Authority  

Archaeologist... 

... wears four hats permanently

#ScotArchStrat

My Local Authority  Archaeologist... ...(is) stretched thin...
#ScotArchStrat
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St Kilda’s largest 
island recreated 
in Minecraft.
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Crafting the past 
On World Heritage Day, Dig It! launched their Crafting 
the Past website in partnership with Immersive Minds, 
a creative digital educational consultancy. The online 
resource features nine Scottish sites recreated in the 
popular Minecraft video game – all of which are available 
to download for free. This includes a reconstruction of 
the island of Hirta in the St Kilda archipelago, one of 
Scotland’s six World Heritage Sites. The build, which 
features interactive islanders and an archaeological dig, 
took more than 125 hours to complete and used more 
than 3 million virtual bricks.

www.CraftingThePast.co.uk

Margaret Simpson, Margaret 
Mitchell, Mary Kennedy and 
Margaret Cole at Skara Brae 
in Orkney, possibly in 1929.

Diggers at the Faifley Rocks excavation 
in West Dunbartonshire who 
participated in the #ScotlandDigs2019 
campaign.

 #SCOTARCHSTRAT

“ If there is a 
busier, friendlier, 
more helpful 
person in the 
business I’d love 
to meet them.”

“ Their positive 
encouragement 
of local 
community 
volunteer 
archaeology 
groups… has 
led to a bloom 
in new research 
and discoveries.”

“ The Highland 
Council Historic 
Environment 
record and 
online viewer are 
second to none… 
this resource 
leads the way in 
the display and 
dissemination of 
archaeological 
work into the 
public domain!”

My Local Authority  Archaeologist... ... is the Oracle of Archaeological Knowledge...
#ScotArchStrat
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Earliest Neolithic  
pottery in the UK  
found in Aberdeenshire

Exciting results from archaeological 
evaluation at an Aberdeenshire site 
reveal some of the earliest Neolithic 
pottery in the UK. 

Ahead of proposed development 
by GS Brown Construction Ltd at 
Kirkton of Fetteresso, Stonehaven 
in Aberdeenshire back in 2013, the 
Council required an archaeological 
evaluation due to the high potential 
for previously unknown sites to 
survive in the area. Fast forward  
to the subsequent excavations in 
2015, and Cameron Archaeology  
Ltd have now completed their  
post-excavation research. The 
results are even better than 
expected.

The excavations revealed four and 
a half thousand years of activity 
on the site, ranging from the Early 
Neolithic to the Early Medieval 
period. The key find however was  
a single charcoal – rich pit, 1.2m  
wide and 0.4m deep. 

From it 306 sherds of Early 
Carinated Neolithic pottery were 
recovered, along with two flints  
and pieces of burnt bone.

Radiocarbon dates suggest that the 
pottery was deposited sometime 
between 3952 cal BC and 3766  
cal BC. This pushes back the 
previous horizon of 3800 BC for  
the appearance of Neolithic pottery, 
and makes it amongst some of the 
earliest in the UK.

These vessels are likely to have 
been made by one of the first 
generations of potters to arrive 
in Scotland, having made landfall 
somewhere around Stonehaven. It 
is a tantalising glimpse into this key 
part of prehistory, only revealed as  
a new generation prepares to live on 
the same spot nearly six thousand 
years later. 

Bruce Mann  
Aberdeenshire Council

New Neolithic evidence from Aden Country Park
Aden Country Park is a fantastic mix of green open 
space and woodland which has recently been awarded 
with a prestigious Green Flag award which recognises 
the high standards in the management  
and accessibility of the park. 

Aden Country Park Restoration & Redevelopment 
successfully applied to the National Heritage Lottery 
Fund (NHLF) Parks for People programme with funding 
from Aberdeenshire Council Archaeology Service, 
Historic Environment Scotland, and The Friends of Aden. 

Following the recovery of over 200 early and late 
Neolithic flints from fieldwalking and geophysical survey 
in one of a small number of fields within the park, an 
evaluation took place in June 2017 which suggested 
tantalising evidence for a Neolithic settlement site. 

This work was followed by excavations in 2018 and 2019. 
An enigmatic but poorly preserved enclosure has been 
revealed which comprises the bases of post-holes in a 
roughly rectangular alignment, possibly with rounded 
ends and about 21m long and 14m wide. 

Samples from the features have so far produced 
only Spruce charcoal (not great for dating) and 
contamination including pieces of wire and other 
modern finds. Is this therefore a Neolithic enclosure  
very heavily contaminated by deep ploughing, or 
something more recent? Further post-excavation work 
is in progress. The dig was popular with 125 volunteers 
taking part and 476 school children attending a half  
day digging session. Watch this space...

Alison Cameron 

Northern Picts @northernpictsSuch a privilege to be involved in the community-led @wemyss_cavesand @CoastArch project. Fantastic turn out for the talks last night and great archaeology over the last two days. #Fife #heritage #picts #hessupported #scotarchstrat#Scotlandsdigs @UoA_Archaeology @HistEnvScot
#ScotArchStrat

Adopt-a-Monument  
@AdoptaMonument
An absolutely fantastic day of Graffiti Recording on our new Attainment through Archaeology project with @DightyConnect.  Great to have @PAS_tweets  along too as part of their new  Past Protectors project 

#HESsupported

#ScotArchStrat

Bruce Mann @diggermann17,  

Local Authority Archaeologist  

for Aberdeenshire
More great community engagement 

from @GUARD_Archaeol @wb_gal 

around the fantastic Neolithic, 

Bronze Age and Iron Age finds 

from Carnoustie #Angus Planning 

led archaeology should always 

have positive legacies like this 

#pubarch

#ScotArchStrat

Garnock Connections

Archaeology isn’t just about 

digging holes. This week our 

volunteers have been learning 

about finds processing with 

Rathmell Archaeology. The 

Ardrossan Castle dig has already 

produced some very nice medieval 

pot sherds @ArdrossanCHS  

@HeritageFundSCO

#ScotArchStrat

Historic Environment Scotland  

@HistEnvScot
This week, HES are across the 

pond in Georgia, USA! Attending 

the International Radiocarbon and 

Archaeology Conference, where 

they are showcasing world-leading 

archaeological science from 

Scotland!

#ScotArchStrat

Kirsty Owen,  

Deputy Head of Archaeology, 

HES @DrKirstyOwen

Broadening the appeal of 

archaeology thru participation is 

key to the national strategy for 

archaeology in Scotland ((link: 

http://archaeologystrategy.scot/) 

archaeologystrategy.scot). If 

people are denied the chance to 

actively learn about their heritage, 

they will cease to see the value in 

what we do

#ScotArchStrat

Des Bear @TheHeritageBear
I joined @GglpArchaeology at 
#CastleDykes today where they 
were doing test pits in the bailey of 
the old #castle. Though, it started 
raining so I hid in the tent with the 
tea and biscuits @gallowayglens 
#HESsupported #ScotArchStrat 
#excavation #archaeology

#ScotArchStrat

Early Neolithic 
pit being 

excavated at 
Fetteresso.
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Excavating possible 
Neolithic features in 
Aden Country Park.

Archaeology Scotland  @ArchScot
We’re delighted that around  10,000 young people have  gained a @HHAwardScot since launched in 2017 to add to their portfolios for the future #archaeology #ScotArchStrat #hessupported

#ScotArchStrat

 #SCOTARCHSTRAT

Low level aerial 
of GAP 2015 

Glasgow University Archaeology Society @UofGArchSoc
We’re launching the latest issue of Barrow magazine today. Follow the link to catch all the action from Scottish Archaeology. #ScotArchStrat. We have articles by Students and guest writes on issues across archaeology and heritage. 

#ScotArchStrat

Living on Water  

@livingonwateruk

It’s a glorious day for some 

#crannog diving. Heading over 

to Milton Morenish a site we 

investigated in 2017, on the hunt for 

Early #IronAge settlement phases 

on Loch Tay. #ScotlandDigs2019 

#HESsupported

#ScotArchStrat

News 
stories

Barbara Cummins, Director of 

Heritage at HES, @HeritageBarbs

Here’s my Monday knitting tweet 

combining HES, World Heritage 

and the Scotland’s archaeology 

strategy logos in a tea cosy – 

heritage is good for your wellbeing 

– everyone loves a nice cup of tea! 

@HistEnvScot 

#ScotArchStrat
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IN JULY 2018, NATIONAL MUSEUMS 
SCOTLAND (NMS), HISTORIC 
ENVIRONMENT SCOTLAND (HES) AND 
MUSEUMS GALLERIES SCOTLAND (MGS) 
GATHERED REPRESENTATIVES FROM 
LOCAL MUSEUMS ACROSS SCOTLAND  
TO CONSULT ON PRIORITIES FOR FUTURE 
SUPPORT FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
COLLECTIONS IN SCOTTISH MUSEUMS.

Curatorial challenges
Several museums have lost archaeological 
expertise in recent years, which has not 
been replaced. This shift means many 
curators now lack confidence in caring for 
archaeological collections. Material being 
deposited with museums often comes with 
a host of issues as there is no set standard 
for making them ‘museum ready’. These 
key issues, on top of ongoing ones such 
as lack of storage space, documentation 
backlogs, and missed opportunities for 
collaboration, formed the impetus for the 
formation of the working group.

A year on and the Museums Working Group 
is now well established with representatives 
from a wide range of museums throughout 
Scotland and ALGAO. Good progress has 
been made in identifying the key issues 
across the sector and suggesting ways 
these could be improved, including ideas 
for future collaborative projects. 

Planning a way forward 
Initial discussions suggested three priority 
areas: influencing what happens to finds 
before they arrive at a museum, improving

how museums care for the material; and 
tackling the loss of expertise in museums.

It was agreed that the next two workshops 
would focus on the first two priorities, 
with the loss of expertise and knowledge 
to be handled as a separate consultation 
exercise. 

The group used this day as an opportunity 
to discuss where they would like the 
sector to be by 2025 and the steps which 
would need to be taken to achieve this. 
Key to this vision was the recognition 
“that this is an opportunity for enhancing 
the bridge between archaeological field 
work and museums”. The importance of a 
collaborative and cross sector approach  
for the review was also noted.

Museum ready
The second workshop in May 2019 
discussed the processes which occur 
before archaeological finds and 
assemblages arrive at a museum. Bruce 
Mann of Aberdeenshire Council/ALGAO 
Scotland led the morning session providing 
a synopsis of the archaeological process 
in development management and the role 
of local authority archaeologists. Previous 
discussions had identified commercial 
archaeology, as an area where changes to 
the process for archive production could be 
implemented quickly and effectively owing 
to the oversight provided by local authority 
archaeologists. These changes could then 
be used as an example of best practice to 
be followed by the entire sector.

Areas considered during the session 
included box charging for deposited 
material, what should be included 
in standard guidance, statements of 
significance about an assemblage, and 
checklists highlighting conservation needs. 
Discussions also focused on how to improve 
links between commercial archaeological 
units and the receiving museum. Ultimately 
the process could be streamlined for the 
transfer of archaeological archives from 
fieldwork to museums.

Treasure Trove
The afternoon session was led by Emily 
Freeman from the Treasure Trove Unit 
(TTU), giving the group an opportunity 
to discuss how TTU and museums could 
better work together within the current 
system. As well as identifying areas of 
improvement, the group highlighted 
what is working well, acknowledging the 
importance of the Treasure Trove system  
in Scotland. 

Key interests for museums were about 
access to further information on finds 
prior to objects arriving at the museum, 
particularly as this information is used for 
interpretation and display with the loss of 
specialist archaeology curators at many 
museums. Other discussions considered 
conservation requirements for stray finds 
which are often not well served by the 
current system. The transportation of 
finds to and from the TTU in Edinburgh 
can be problematic owing to cost, time 

and ownership. A further concern was 
how to train and facilitate community 
projects which can lack direct oversight but 
undertake valuable work which can greatly 
contribute to our understanding of the past.

Sharing discoveries
It was felt that as a sector “we need 
to share the excitement around new 
discoveries better” so that we can advocate 
for the resources required by the sector for 
curating and maintaining the archaeological 
collections. The importance of new 
discoveries, and the results from ongoing 
research into existing collections, should be 
shared more widely in order for everyone, 
including the public, to understand the 
value created through understanding  
the objects themselves.

Next steps
The next workshop, held at the Engine 
Shed, Stirling in August considered the 
issues museums face in acquiring, caring 
for, storing, displaying and interpreting 
archaeological material. With decreasing 
funds, resources and expertise which are 
consistently cited as issues for the sector.  
A 2020-2025 Action Plan with the first 
stage of projects tackling issues is starting  
in 2020.

Jilly Burns 
National Museums Scotland

 @NtlMuseumsScot
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CARING AND 
PROTECTING

Local museum staff  
attending a training 
workshop on Roman and  
Iron Age Archaeology,  
part of National Museums 
Scotland’s National  
Training Programme.

Top: Fraser Hunter, National 
Museums Scotland, delivering 
training to local museum 
staff.

Above left: Ella Paul of 
Treasure Trove examining  
a prehistoric axe.

Above right: Matthew Knight, 
National Museums Scotland, 
working with Bronze Age 
collections. 

Emily Freeman,  
of Treasure Trove 

excavating stray finds 
from under a tree. 

 Ensuring evidence of 
our past is valued and 
cared for sustainably.
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The canals of  
South Uist and  
climate change
The Isle of South Uist, in the Outer 
Hebrides, is crisscrossed by a network of 
structures which serve as both canals and 
drains known as na lìgidhean in Gaelic. 
The canal system connects many of the 
lochs and rivers on the island, providing 
an interwoven transportation network 
which was in use within living memory.

In July, 2019, Ceòlas Uibhist, a Gaelic arts 
and heritage organisation, hosted Professor 
Stewart Angus, Scottish Natural Heritage, to 
give two talks on the past, present and future 
uses of the lìgidhean as part of the annual 
heritage symposium. The canal system is 
under-researched; much of the information 
detailing how and when they were originally 
built, and by whom, remain as oral lore 
preserved by the islanders. The canal system 
may also be under-protected; they are not 
scheduled monuments, despite certain 
examples having been dated to the early 
modern period.

The canals may also play a vital role in 
climate change and relative sea-level rise to 
the island community, but at the moment it 
is unclear if they may help mitigate the issue 
or make it worse. Significant portions of the 
western machair of South Uist lies below the 
springtide high water mark. How effectively 
these centuries-old lìgidhean expel water 
into the sea remains central to whether Uist 
becomes the first community in Scotland to 
be displaced by the climate emergency.

Liam Crouse, Ceòlas Uist
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Fight for  
the castle
A new permanent exhibition shedding light on 
the Wars of Independence opened at Edinburgh 
Castle in autumn 2018. The exhibition draws 
on archaeological investigations at the castle 
to present a gripping narrative of sieges and 
warfare.

The castle was a key focus for both English 
and Scottish armies during the Wars of 
Independence and transformed the 
site from a secure royal centre to a 
war-torn military stronghold. The 
Fight for the Castle exhibition 
takes visitors through the 
whole brutal story. Housed 
in the Argyle Tower, the new 
exhibition sits directly above 
the site of the key episode 
of the 1341 siege, in which the 
Scots tricked their way into the 
castle disguised as merchants to 
recapture it from the English.

The new exhibition content draws on 
research into the recorded sieges of the castle, 
primary sources analysis, the blacksmiths tools 
and the medieval smithy as well as detailed 
archaeological finds analysis. The display features 
a selection of objects dating from the period 
of the Wars of Independence recovered during 
excavations at the Castle between 1988 and 1991. 
These excavations formed part of a multi-million 
pound development plan designed to improve 
visitor facilities on the northern perimeter of the 
site, where the current Redcoat Café, Portcullis 
shop and vehicle tunnel are located. 

The location of the trenches was therefore some 
distance from the Royal Palace, considered 
the most important buildings and where most 
archaeologists would likely choose to investigate. 
Despite some early scepticism, the results of the 
excavations exceeded all expectations. Over 
1,000 individual objects were uncovered which 
provide evidence of the economy and aspects 
of daily life at the site from the late Bronze Age 
to modern times. These objects bear witness to 

the changing function and status of the 
Castle.

Highlights of the display include 
a 14.5kg trebuchet ball, possibly 
hurled at the castle during the 
siege of 1296; a ‘gadling’ or 
finger spike from an armoured 
gauntlet, and a rare bone tuning 
peg from a stringed instrument. 

Examples of blacksmiths tools 
and hammerscale recovered 

during the excavations have also 
been included in the display, and 

this provided an opportunity to reassess 
material relating to blacksmithing activity 
discovered in the area where the Redcoat Café 
stands today. This research concluded that a 
high-status smithy was likely established here 
around 1335, during the English occupation 
of the castle, and remained in its location for 
approximately 200 years. The forge is believed 
to have been fuelled by coal rather than the usual 
charcoal, making this the earliest archaeological 
evidence for the use of coal in a smithy in Britain. 

Collections Team 
Historic Environment Scotland

In 
Depth

Working together to  
tackle heritage crime 
Heritage crime robs us of our history. Its cost and impact  
on communities is enormous, not just in monetary value  
but in social cost. 

That is why, on 18th April, 2019, the Cabinet Secretary for 
Culture, Tourism and External Affairs, Fiona Hyslop MSP 
officially launched the Scottish Heritage Crime Group 
at Callander House, Falkirk. A sub-group of the Scottish 
Partnership Against Rural Crime, has been formed with the 
remit of developing a strategy for protecting Scotland’s six 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites plus several thousand other 
cultural and historic sites. 

Still in its infancy, the Group will take forward the HES Litter 
Prevention Action Plan and are working with Crimestoppers  
to promote their first heritage crime campaign. This is designed 
to encourage the public to speak up anonymously about 
damage to Scotland’s historic buildings and monuments. 

In order to develop skills in fighting heritage crime, an 
Investigators Course involving twelve staff from Historic 
Environment Scotland and two from City of Edinburgh  
Council took place at the Scottish Police College, Tulliallan.  
This has already proved beneficial with numerous joint visits 
taking place to damaged sites by HES staff and local police 
officers. HES, now a reporting body, have already submitted 
two new cases to the Procurator Fiscal for consideration  
of a prosecution.

Alan Dron 
Police Scotland

“ ALGAO archaeologists are  
delighted to become partners  
with Police Scotland in this  
initiative. At the local level  
we often encounter incidents  
of criminal activity on historic  
assets, and deal with them  
on an ad hoc basis. As such  
we welcome the opportunity  
to help develop a national  
approach through this  
new Group.” 

ALGAO Scotland

Lìgidhean on  
South Uist. The new Fight for the 

Castle Exhibition.

HES Casework Officer 
working with Police 
Scotland during an 
unauthorised works case. 

Medieval finds from Edinburgh Castle. 

Below: a Medieval coin recovered 
during excavations at the castle. 
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In 2014, local fisherman and metal 
detectorist Kenny MacIntyre unearthed 
a bronze spearhead on the Isle of Coll. 
Correctly following the Treasure Trove 
Unit guidelines, he immediately reported 
the find to the Treasure Trove Unit, and  
to the RSPB who owned the land.

His prompt reporting, and the noting 
of other metal detecting signals, meant 
that an exploratory excavation could be 
undertaken. The excavation revealed what 
he has described as “the most significant 
find of this kind from Argyll for a great 
many years”. It consisted of thirteen pieces 
of Late Bronze Age bronze metalwork 
representing parts of at least three swords, 
five spearheads and a socketed knife. Apart 
from one intact spearhead, all the artefacts 
are incomplete, almost certainly as a result 
of deliberate breakage in antiquity, before 
they were buried.

A permanent home
At a meeting of the Scottish Archaeological 
Finds Allocation Panel held in 2015, we 
were excited to hear that the hoard was 
allocated to Kilmartin Museum. It was 
in need of around £10,000 worth of 
conservation work before it could be  
put on public display, and so the Museum 
decided to launch a Crowdfunding 
Campaign to raise the funds required.  
In less than 3 months – we had achieved 
our goal!

Learning more
The conservation work was carried out by 
Will Murray of the Scottish Conservation 
Studio, based at Hopetoun House, near 
Edinburgh. Such was the success of the 
funding campaign that sufficient funds 
were available to also undertake analysis 
of the associated organic material, the 
possible remains of the spear shaft, and 
radiocarbon dating to pinpoint when  
this hoard might have been buried. 

As we had hoped when the artefacts were first 
discovered, the sockets of three of the spearheads did 
indeed contain preserved wood in situ, and therefore 
directly related to what might be described as the 
use-life of the artefact. These samples were carefully 
removed for wood identification and radiocarbon dating.

In the case of two of the spearheads the wood present 
was ash which is of special interest as it has a very long 
history of use for the handles and shafts of tools and 
weapons. It is a wood especially suited to this purpose 
because of its toughness and flexibility, which enables 
it to absorb shock without splintering. The third sample 
was tentatively identified as hazel, less tough but 
perhaps an acceptable alternative for use as a spear 
shaft in view of its long straight growth pattern.

All three wood samples were then radiocarbon dated.  
At their extremes, the dates span around three centuries, 
from the 11th to the 9th century BC. While it remains 
possible that all of the metalwork was deposited at  
one time, with some of the objects being kept safe  
for a long time before they are buried, the results  
may suggest a more complex story involving multiple 
phases of deposition.

Working theories
Until further fieldwork is undertaken, the current theory 
is that this hoard was buried in an area which was once 
a wet place – either boggy ground or possibly a small 
lochan. The weapons might have been purposefully 
broken and cast into this wetland area as part of a 
ceremony – as offerings or gifts to a now unknown  
gods or goddesses. In the light of the radiocarbon  
date results, the hoard of metalwork may represent  
an accumulation of offerings over time rather than just 
the result of a single deposition event. If so, that would 
imply a continuing veneration of the location – possibly 
over many generations. Either way, it seems clear that 
this was a place of special significance to the local Late 
Bronze Age farming community on the island. 

A visit home 
Just before the conservation work was undertaken, the 
hoard briefly returned home to the Isle of Coll. Almost 
everyone living on the Island came to see it, and to 
listen to Trevor Cowie from National Museums Scotland 
explaining why these objects are so important and 
what they tell us about later Bronze Age society. The 
feedback was fantastic, and we felt it was important to 
make sure that the people of the Island didn’t lose touch 
with the artefacts that were found on their doorstep. 
Kilmartin Museum has been keeping the islanders up to 
date with the latest chapter in the story of the Hoard 
– namely their display in the £6.8 million new Museum 
to be built over the next few years at Kilmartin. The 
Hoard will take pride of place next to other important 
late Bronze Age metal that will be displayed, alongside 
explanations of how these weapons were made, used, 
and deposited.

Delivering benefit from the hoard
For me the on-going story of the hoard demonstrates 
in every aspect the delivery of Scotland’s Archaeology 
Strategy. It was found by a metal detector who worked 
to best practice and reported it to Treasure Trove 
immediately and following excavation, it was allocated 
to a small museum which is the closest to Coll with 
the skills and resources to care for it. A crowdfunding 
campaign raised an amazing sum in just three months. 
Radiocarbon dating and involvement from Scotland’s 
top Bronze Age experts at the National Museums will 
hopefully result in more research and a state of the art 
exhibition being created as part of Kilmartin Museum’s 
Redevelopment project. The hoard already forms part 
of a recently submitted ‘Recognition’ application to 
Museums Galleries Scotland.

Acknowledgements
I am grateful to Trevor Cowie, Will Murray and Susan 
Ramsay for allowing me to draw on the results of their 
work and to Dr Aaron Watson for supplying images  
of the artefacts following conservation.

Sharon Webb 
Kilmartin Museum 
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Spearhead prior to conservation;  
overall length 120mm.

The Coll Hoard.

Coll Hoard being 
excavated. 

Detail of spearhead 
showing the wood 
preserved in the socket.

THE COLL HOARD
AN UNEXPECTED 
DISCOVERY

“ The most 
significant find 
of this kind from 
Argyll for a great 
many years.”

http://www.kilmartin.org/


THE HERITAGE LEARNING RESOURCES 
PORTAL WAS FORMALLY LAUNCHED 
IN GLASGOW ON THE 5TH DECEMBER 
2018. THE PORTAL CAN BE FOUND ON 
ARCHAEOLOGY SCOTLAND’S WEBSITE - 
YOU CAN FIND MORE DETAILS ON PAGE 49. 

Developing learning resources
The Portal includes resources from many 
organisations across the sector. All featured 
learning resources tie into the Curriculum for 
Excellence and build on the fact that as a multi-
disciplinary subject, archaeology is an ideal 
tool for teaching and learning a range of school 
subjects from maths and science to arts and 
languages. The Portal is being well used with good 
figures for page views, users and website sessions.

The Archaeology and Learning Working Group 
(ALWG) held two meetings this year, both of 
which followed up on initiatives from the first 
meeting, held in 2017. The second meeting, in 
early 2018, considered the results of the survey 
of Community Heritage groups in Scotland and 
possible further developments. 

The third meeting looked at recently 
commissioned research into the impacts and 
benefits of archaeological education..

Archaeological learning
Northlight Heritage were commissioned by HES  
to demonstrate that archaeology can be a key 
tool to support the Curriculum for Excellence. 
They gave a presentation on “Archaeological 
Learning: The Benefits and Impacts of 
Archaeology” at the third meeting in December. 
As part of the report they devised a framework 
tool to guide people designing learning resources. 
The ALWG discussed the presentation offering 
feedback and constructive criticism, the final 
report is now complete and will soon be available 
on the Archaeology Strategy website.

Archaeology Scotland and Friends of Dundonald 
Castle are working together on new artefact 
handling kits, three of which will be based in the 
Castle, themed on Vikings, Romans and medieval 
Scotland. A kit on medieval Scotland will also 
be based in the Archaeology Scotland office for 
schools to borrow. Artefact handling kits can be 
used very effectively to increase engagement  
with Scottish archaeology.

32 33
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ENCOURAGING  
GREATER ENGAGEMENT

Archaeology Scotland’s  
Finds Sorting activity is 
exciting for children and 
adults attending events.

Replica toy Roman 
soldier. Toys in artefact 
kits help make children  
visible in the 
archaeological  
record, and let  
young learners  
identify with  
children in the  
distant past.

At the Science Festival 
Event at Govan 
Stones – sorting 
archaeological finds, 
with Archaeology 
Scotland, provokes 
questions and 
stimulates thinking.

Investigating Artefacts 
with Archaeology 

Scotland at Lauriston 
Castle, May 2019.

Contemplating a stoneware 
jar recently excavated from 
Archaeology Scotland’s  
Dig Pit.

 Encouraging creative learning 
and engagement for everyone. Sorting archaeological 

finds, with Archaeology 
Scotland at Govan 
Stones Science Festival 
event in June 2019.

All replicas 
were made by  
Alan Braby for 
Archaeology 
Scotland. 
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Replica needle 
case and bone 
needles.

Replica bone spoon.

Replica Roman wax 
tablet lets children 
engage with ways of 
writing in the past.

Bringing archaeology to teachers and students
Archaeology Scotland are delivering training to 
Engagement Officers to help bring archaeology 
into the classroom, with the aim of building 
bridges between professional archaeologists  
and educators interested in using archaeology  
to deliver the Curriculum for Excellence. We have 
also delivered training to trainee teachers who 
were pleasantly surprised and impressed to find 
out how suitable and adaptable archaeology is,  
as a teaching tool.

Outreach and informal learning
Popular and successful events have been 
held throughout the summer including the 
Highland Heritage Happenings in Kingussie and 
Newtonmore; a Science day at St Colme House, 
Fife; and the Govan Stones Science Fun Day in 
Glasgow. These events are an important way  
to engage children in their local heritage, and  
a good way to connect archaeology, learning  
and fun all together in young minds. 

The science based events in Glasgow and 
Fife were well attended and children and 
adults alike enjoyed learning more about 
what an archaeologist does, trying their hand 
at excavating the dig pits, sorting finds and 
experiencing the real and replica artefacts in 
the Viking Artefact Kit, before moving through 
the church to meet a real Viking and his toolkit; 
a human skeleton and many other informative 
scientific activities.

Jennifer Thoms 
Archaeology Scotland

Replica Roman toilet 
sponge brings the most 
mundane and scatological 
aspects of Roman culture 
into children’s lives as 
they imagine managing 
without toilet paper. 

Investigating Roman 
Artefacts with Archaeology 
Scotland’s Roman Kit at 
Lauriston Castle.
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Archaeology Scotland’s  
Heritage Hero Awards
Responding to the ‘cultural’ heritage gap in 
Scotland’s Youth awards market, Archaeology 
Scotland developed the Heritage Hero Awards. 

These are a group award which rewards and 
recognises participants achievements in Heritage 
projects. It is hoped that by offering these awards, 
projects can encourage people to connect with 
their past, improve their confidence and well-being 
and inspire a lifelong interest in Scotland’s past. 

Piloted in 2016, and officially launching in January 
2017 the Awards have seen huge engagement. 
They have been repeatedly praised by educators, 
and are noted as contributing to and supporting 
key educational priorities – supporting outdoor 
learning and helping close the attainment gap  
in schools.

As the awards grow and develop the team 
continually seek feedback from award partners. 

2018’s Year of Young People gave us the exciting 
opportunity to meet with groups of Year of 
Young People Ambassadors at Young Scot, to 
discuss the awards and how they could be made 
more appealing to young people. The general 
consensus was that the Awards as they stand 
were already quite cool and something they’d 
be interested in doing. All were adamant that it 
should remain a group award with no competitive 
element as ‘if everyone gets an award it is not 
punishment through awards’ but that everyone 
‘will do something’, contributing to the project the 
best they can. The older Ambassadors believed 
the awards were especially valuable because it is 
the only subject-specific award in Heritage. This 
could help entry into history or similar degrees, 
with the word ‘Award’ being something they like 
as it really jumps out at employers.

So what next for the Heritage Hero Awards? 
Throughout 2019 we aim to expand our award, 
reaching areas with little uptake and building 
exciting new partnerships with both delivery 
partners and other awards. 

Watch this space!
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Attainment through Archaeology  
is a new initiative run by Archaeology 
Scotland. The central aim of the project  
is to use archaeology for social good  
by delivering a range of workshops  
to young people aged 11 to 26 across 
Scotland. 

In this year the project engaged with 
37 participants through taster sessions 
and two longer projects. The bulk of the 
scheme consisted of a 5-week project 
based in Auchinleck, Ayrshire and an 
8-week project in Dundee. Both projects 
used heritage to enable participants to 
develop workplace skills and to improve 
their confidence whilst actively engaging 
with their local heritage.

Stobs Camp Memorial
In the summer of 2018, work began 
to rebuild the two-and-a-half metre-
high memorial constructed by German 
prisoners of war. Planning permission was 
submitted with the aim of unveiling the 
new memorial at the Armistice centenary 
commemoration. A stonemason was 
engaged and one of the first tasks was to 
sort, size and clean all of the stones that 
were lying on the ground. All efforts were 
made to locate the exact facing stones that 
could be seen in pictures of the memorial 
taken during the First World War. 

It was an arduous task made interesting 
when names and initials carved on the 
stones were found. The memorial’s central 
plaque had been lost so a handful of 
volunteers learnt how to carve a new one 
inlaid with an inscription in German, a nerve-
wracking job for any beginner! In translation, 
the inscription reads “To our comrades who 
died far from home.” The last pointing of the 
stonework was finished after an incredible 
400 hours of work, in the fading light of 
Saturday 10th November.

On Sunday 11th November 2018, the 100th 
anniversary of Armistice, the Stobs Camp 
Project unveiled the re-instated memorial 
to remember the German civilians, soldiers 
and sailors who died at Stobs during the 
First World War. Speakers at the Armistice 
ceremony included Colonel Jean-Bernard 
Lacroix, Minister and Security Co-ordinator 
at the German Embassy in London, Margaret 
Eliott, Deputy Lieutenant of Roxburgh, 
Ettrick and Lauderdale and the Reverend 
Michael Scouler. The Hawick Saxhorn Band 
played two pieces of short music, and a 
poem written by a pupil from Hawick High 
School was read out by one of the project 
volunteers. In a particularly emotional 
moment for all, Colonel Lacroix read out  
the names of the German prisoners who  
had died followed by a two-minute silence.

Archaeology Scotland
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Totals from pilot to July 2019

10,380
participants

245 
group projects

29/32 
local authorities

Attainment 
through  
Archaeology

The memorial 
before its 
reconstruction 
and at the 
opening 
ceremony.

In 
Depth

https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/learning/heritage-hero-awards/
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Encouraging 
greater  
engagement 
through  
interpretive  
video &  
animation
One of the key aims of Scotland’s 
Archaeology Strategy is 
encouraging greater engagement. 
The strategy highlights creative 
modes of engagement as a way 
of helping people value and 
understand our past. 

Increasing the visibility of research
The University of Aberdeen in 
collaboration with digital artists and 
film makers Alice Watterson, Kieran 
Duncan and Kieran Baxter have 
been piloting a series of interpretive 
videos on recent HES funded 
projects in order to increase the 
visibility of archaeological research 
and to improve the presentation of 
at times difficult to convey material – 
e.g. poorly preserved archaeological 
sites. In 2017 Historic Environment 
Scotland supported the University 
of Aberdeen Northern Picts project 
to produce an interpretive video of 
HES funded excavations at Rhynie, 
Aberdeenshire. 

The site of Rhynie is an incredibly 
important recent discovery – a 
Pictish site of the 4th-6th centuries 
AD that must have been one of the 
most important settlements and 
centres of its time. The site has 
beautifully decorated carved Pictish 
stones, but the archaeology of the 
associated settlement is less visually 
appealing – consisting of pits, 
postholes and backfilled ditches of  
a settlement built from wood, 
earthen ramparts and organic 
materials that have rotted 
away. The video utilizes on-
site captured images from the 
excavation, recorded footage 
produced specifically for the 
video, along with 3D animation to 
summarize the important findings 
of the excavations and to visually 
reconstruct what the settlement 
may have looked like.

The video is around three minutes 
long. One of the big challenges was 
distilling the major site detail and 
the narrative we wanted to convey 
into short captions that would be 
readable and understandable in the 
short duration of the film. Thankfully, 
we seem to have struck the right 
balance. The interpretative video 
was an instant hit, with thousands of 
views within a few days of its launch. 
The video then went viral when 
National Geographic  
launched a 
shorter version 
on their own 
social media 
channel.

It has now been viewed an 
astonishing 928, 589 times at the 
time of writing – stats that far 
exceeded our expectations! 

Our team of archaeologists and 
film makers have since gone on 
to create a second video that 
highlights University of Aberdeen 
Development Trust/Strathmartine 
Trust funded work on a Late Iron 
Age/Pictish site affected by coastal 
erosion – the spectacular sea stack 
of Dunnicaer. At Dunnicaer, rescue 
excavations revealed a fortified 
coastal settlement of the 2nd to 
4th centuries AD. Tracking viewer 
numbers of this video is trickier as 
it has been disseminated across 
multiple social and traditional media 
channels, but on the university 
home page alone it has been viewed 
over 27,000 times in the space of 
a few months. Clearly for the social 
media generation the immediacy of 
videos like this have mass appeal 
and we have found it to be an 
effective means of disseminating key 
knowledge about Scotland’s past 
and the work we do researching 
Scotland’s heritage. 

Gordon Noble, Alice Watterson, 
Kieran Duncan and Kieran Baxter

Last September, Dunkeld echoed with 
the clash of shields and the sounds 
of Pictish industry as re-enactors 
from Regia Anglorum took residents 
and visitors back in time to the early 

medieval period (200–900 AD) with 
technology and weapon demonstrations. 

Time travel
The Picts in the Park living history fair was 
a community celebration of the King’s 
Seat fort, just outside Dunkeld, a nationally 
important site and focus of a programme 
of community archaeology delivered by 
Perth and Kinross Heritage Trust, Dunkeld 
& Birnam Historical Society, and the AOC 
Archaeology Group, funded by the National 
Lottery Heritage Fund, the SSE Community 
Windfarms fund and The Gannochy Trust.

Picts in the Park was opened by Dougie 
MacLean, internationally acclaimed singer 
songwriter, and patron of Perth and  
Kinross Heritage Trust, and over 600 
people took part throughout the day.  
From the energy of the combat arena  
to the tranquillity of the storytelling tent, 
all ages enjoyed getting to grips with 
traditional skills such as metal casting 
and smithing, leatherworking, timber 
construction and stone carving, all  
inspired by the remarkable discoveries 
being made at the fort. 

There were site tours and a programme  
of talks by archaeologists, finds specialists, 
and place-name expert Dr Peter McNiven, 
who has been working with the Dunkeld 
Community Archives. The King’s Seat 
Hillfort Archaeology Project engages 
with volunteers from the local and wider 
community, and local schools, giving them 
the opportunity to uncover the history of 
their fort and to learn about archaeological 
techniques. 

To find out more online visit:

www.pkht.org.uk/kings-seat  

 @PKHeritageTrust

Perthshire goes  
back in time
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Activities at Picts in  
the Park, by Dunkeld. 

The very 
substantially 
eroded 
archaeological 
site at 
Dunnicaer. 

Reconstruction of what the 
settlement at Dunnicaer may  
have looked like using drone 
footage and 3D animation. 
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Just because archaeological sites can be hidden 
beneath our feet does not mean that they are not 
of educational and social value. Over the past 
five years at Strathearn Community Campus in 
Crieff this has been the driving ethos of a project 
to create a trail connecting invisible, buried, 
damaged or destroyed archaeological sites  
and monuments.

The unique partnership of a local heritage society, 
several commercial units, two Universities, an 
energy company, a secondary school, Historic 
Environment Scotland, local funders and donors, 
and selected talented individuals has helped 
to create the Strathearn Community Campus 
Archaeology Trail.

Following the Trail
The Trail currently consists of four interpretation 
boards (one more to follow) placed around 
Strathearn Community Campus on the south 
side of the Perthshire town of Crieff. The Campus 
includes Crieff High School and local amenities 
such as the town’s library and leisure centre and 
playing fields. This replaced the old Crieff High 
School and a new primary school has also been 
constructed on an adjacent site. 

The development of the trail involved a series  
of excavations of some previously known and 
some unknown prehistoric sites. The results  
of these excavations suggested that this was a 
significant landscape in the Neolithic and Bronze 
Age periods including one of the largest Neolithic 
cursus monuments in Scotland, several timber 
circles, a possible Neolithic settlement site  
and several Bronze Age burial monuments. 

Hidden heritage
Crucially, none of these sites are visible in the 
landscape today having all been found either 
as cropmarks or in excavations in advance of 
developments in the area. Little was known  
locally about any of these sites which is why  
the Trail is so important.

Rebuilding the past
The Strathearn Community Campus Archaeology 
Trail started with the reconstruction of a half-size 
version of the Pittentian Neolithic timber circle 
excavated by Northlight Heritage in advance 
of the Beauly-Denny powerline in 2011, located 
within a kilometre of the new Campus. This 
innovative reconstruction was carried out with 
funding from the developer and with design  
input from the then Head technical teacher  
at the school. 

The timber circle has become a focus for teaching 
sessions and in 2014 became the first stop on the 
Archaeology Trail. A new interpretation board 
was officially unveiled during a Royal visit to  
the area by the Earl and Countess of Strathearn, 
as Prince William and his wife Catherine are 
known in Scotland.

With the support of the school, Strathearn 
Archaeological and Historical Society and the 
Rotary Club of Crieff, a second interpretation 
board was erected in May 2018 at the entrance to 
the school building focused on the Broich cursus.

Beneath our feet:  
on the trail of our  
archaeological heritage

Monumental history
This enormous rectangular Neolithic enclosure 
is so big (at least 800m by 100m) that most of 
the Campus sits within it. Yet this monument, 
whose boundary ditches were partially excavated 
by Alder Archaeology, is known only as a 
cropmark. The new interpretation board allowed 
the opportunity for Campus users to situate 
themselves within this 5,500-year-old enclosure 
and appreciate the scale of the monument.  
This interpretation board includes a photograph 
of school pupils standing along the line of the 
cursus ditches for scale!

Two further interpretation boards were added 
to the trail in summer 2019. They focus on two 
very different Bronze Age burial sites, again 
both invisible above ground. One is the Crieff 
Stayt, a court or ‘moot’ hill used by the Earls of 
Strathearn to dispense justice. Destroyed during 
ploughing in 1860, it was found to contain a 
Bronze Age Food Vessel pot, suggesting this was 
a repurposed prehistoric burial mound. There is 
an arable field where it once stood, just outside 
the campus boundary. This hidden monument 
is brought to life on the interpretation board by 
Alice Watterson’s reconstruction drawing of the 
mound in use.

Connecting past and place
The other interpretation board tells the story 
of the discovery and excavation by CFA 
Archaeology Ltd of a cremation cemetery in 
advance of the primary school construction on the 
west side of the campus in 2013. This developer-
funded discovery is another vital part of the story 
of this place in prehistory. Mel Johnson of CFA 
helped prepare this interpretation board. Without 
this initiative, this archaeological discovery could 
have remained largely unknown to the school and 
local community.

The Strathearn Community Campus Archaeology 
Trail is still evolving, with plans to work on other 
initiatives to extend it into the building itself. 
This celebration of the ancient and invisible is an 
example of Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy in 
action. The Trail encourages engagement with 
the past and widens participation. It enhances 
people’s sense of a place through highlighting 
the deep time hidden beneath the ground, and 
could inspire people to learn more. The campus 
is ‘a place of Landscape and Community’, as 
it has been for thousands of years. The Trail 
demonstrates that with a little imagination, the 
invisible, buried archaeological heritage beneath 
our feet can play an important role in connecting 
communities and place today. 

Ian Hamilton 
Strathearn Archaeological and Historical Society

Kenny Brophy 
University of Glasgow
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The Earl of 
Strathearn 
holding court  
on the Stayt  
of Crieff.

Opening ceremony.

Map of the monuments in the area. 
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SMALL STEPS BUT THE WHEELS 
ARE IN MOTION! AS REPORTED 
LAST YEAR, AS PART OF THE 
ARCHAEOLOGY STRATEGY, THE 
CHARTERED INSTITUTE FOR 
ARCHAEOLOGISTS (CIFA) IS  
LEADING ON THE DEVELOPMENT  
OF INNOVATION AND SKILLS.

Twelve months on and we have seen an 
exciting year of progress with interesting 
developments, increased awareness of our 
work and further partnership development. 

New routes into the profession
As the lead professional body for 
Archaeology, CIfA is committed to ensuring 
that our profession is fit for the future and 
we were delighted to receive renewed 
funding from Historic Environment Scotland 
in support of this work. This funding and 
support from the Archaeology Programme 
has enabled draft business cases to be 
submitted to the Scottish Qualifications 
Authority in support of two new entry 
level qualifications (to be delivered within 
colleges) and a modern apprenticeship 

in field archaeology (submitted to Skills 
Development Scotland). While these are 
still at the early stages, it is exciting that 
wheels are in motion. 

All three initiatives are designed to create 
different entry routes into industry which 
will help increase diversity and bring fresh 
skills into our profession. 

Our work takes place against a backdrop 
of other exciting initiatives, such as the 
launch of the Skills Investment Plan for 
the Scottish Heritage sector. We were 
delighted to run a workshop at the launch 
event, highlighting our own work with skills 
development in Scottish Archaeology and 
making new (non-heritage!) contacts who 
can support this process. 

Critical friends
Our initiatives have been fully informed  
by our knowledgeable industry panel – The 
Archaeology Skills and Training working 
group. Chaired by Angela Gannon from 
the Prospect Heritage Group, this working 
group represents key archaeological 
employers in Scotland. 

Their assistance is invaluable, because 
we need to understand how industry will 
use and value these new career entry 
routes. The group keeps us up-to-date 
on how industry is constantly evolving to 
meet workforce pressures, and identifies 
upcoming developments which will impact 
on workforce supply and demand. We have 
started to develop a ten-year plan to guide 
the process because there are so many 
elements to all of these processes and 
initiatives

Career journeys
We recognised that if we want to 
develop different entry routes into the 
profession, we need to be able to map 
career progression for all members of our 
profession. Therefore, a key part of this 
project has been mapping career journeys. 
As a working group we discovered it is 
hard to follow careers in an industry that 
is constantly changing. While our own 
experiences are invaluable to this process, 
they are also mostly linear, university led 
and in places, outdated! My own career 
journey reflects that – and although my 
experience is wide ranging, it doesn’t 
represent 2019 early career paths. This 
process has also identified how much 
training most archaeologists undertake 
outside of work, much of which we would 
like to see mainstreamed and available  
to all. 

Bringing the profession together
That’s not all, we are committed to building 
bridges between industry and universities 
and were delighted to take part in the 
Scottish Student Archaeology Society 
Conference in January. We also have 
worked to improve links with archaeology 
faculty members and university career 
consultants to ensure that students are 
receiving the most up-to-date career 
advice. At the other end of the scale, 
we are working with Skills Development 
Scotland to improve career advice to 
school children about heritage careers  
and supporting the development of 
exciting resources that can be utilised  
in schools to help inspire young people  
into a career in archaeology. 

Culture shift
For all of these exciting developments to 
make a difference, it will require a culture 
shift in our profession. Our ingrained 
perceptions of how to become an 
archaeologist will need to be shaken off  
if we want to make our profession resilient 
against future shocks. We recognise that 
it will be challenging at times, but we 
are certain that it is sorely needed and 
ultimately it will make us healthier, more 
diverse and fit for the future!

Cara Jones 
Chartered Institute for Archaeologists  

 @InstituteArch

INNOVATION  
AND SKILLS

Visiting Croft 
An Righ, 

Edinburgh 
during a CPD 

workshop. 
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 Creating opportunities 
to acquire archaeological 
skills and driving 
innovation.

Archaeologists attending 
CPD workshop at the 

National Museum of 
Scotland.

https://www.archaeologists.net/


An interest in  
interdisciplinary study

If I’m honest, when I began 
my studies, archaeological 
science is not where I 
thought I would end up! 

At undergraduate level, I found 
that my interest lay in human 
remains and Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS).  
With my scientific interest 
piqued, I went on to do a 
Master’s degree in Forensic 
Archaeology and Anthropology.

I am currently researching 
prehistoric settlement 
development on the Orcadian 
Islands of Westray and Papa 
Westray. This involves using 
a combination of radiocarbon 
dating, isotopic analysis and 
mapping using GIS. These 
scientific methods, alongside 
traditional analysis, help us  
to assess the age of events at  
an archaeological site. In 
turn, we can gain a better 
understanding of human 
activity such as agriculture, 
and dietary preferences.

Kathleen McCaskill

A passion  
for place 

I’ve always loved science – 
chemistry was my favourite 
subject at school! As I entered 
the world of archaeology,  
I found a continual delight  
with what science can tell us 
about the past.

My lecturers talked about what 
we can learn from pollen, soil 
composition and from the types 
of shells found on site. I was 
particularly drawn to osteology 
(the study of bones). I was 
amazed by how much someone’s 
remains can reveal about their 
life. As a result, I went on to do a 
Masters specialising in osteology, 
and that simply made me want 
a career in the archaeological 
sciences even more!

As someone who grew up in the 
Western Isles, I’ve always been 
fascinated by their archaeological 
heritage. Their geography affects 
the way that past peoples have 
lived their lives there in ways 
not found in mainland Scotland. 
However, we know relatively little 
about the movements of early 
prehistoric west coast islanders. 
Was there contact between the 
Outer Hebrides and the Inner 
Hebrides? How extensive was 
this contact? These are the 
sorts of questions that I hope to 
answer with the use of isotopes, 
radiocarbon dating and Bayesian 
analysis.

Mairi MacLean

A love of 
landscapes

I’ve always been interested 
in the more ‘science-y’ side 
of archaeology. In particular, 
I’m fascinated by how people 
interact with the landscapes 
and environments they live 
in, and how they are affected 
by and have an impact on  
the world around them. 

By looking at preserved  
pollen, ancient DNA or isotopic 
analysis of human and animal 
bones, we can see how people 
in the past spent their time: 
where they were from; how  
they moved around; and  
even what they were eating. 

I’m now looking at how people 
were using upland landscapes 
in Scotland in the Bronze Age. 
Re-dating archived material 
from past excavations, and 
using Bayesian modelling 
and palaeoenvironmental 
analysis, I’m trying to get a 
better understanding of how 
(and hopefully why!) people 
lived and worked in what are 
now quite extreme landscapes, 
on windswept moors and the 
slopes of hills.

Sophie McDonald

44 45

During British Science Week, we dug into the 
growing importance of science in archaeology 
and looked at how modern scientific techniques 
can connect us with the past. 

In this article we hear how three early-career 
archaeologists became interested in pursuing 
archaeological science as a career. Kat, Mairi  
and Sophie are all Historic Environment  
Scotland-funded PhD students based at the 
Scottish Universities Environmental Research 
Centre, part of the University of Glasgow.

Find out more about Kat, Mairi and Sophie’s 
research on their blog. You can also find  
them on Twitter:

 @BayesAndBones

TROWELS AND TEST- 
TUBES: WHY WE STUDY  
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCE
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Processing human bone prior 
to scientific analysis. 
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Frontiers: Archaeology  
at the Edinburgh  
International  
Science Festival

The theme of the 2019 Edinburgh 
Science Festival was ‘Frontiers’, 
and archaeological science is 
certainly pushing the boundaries 
of traditional research into  
the past. 

In an event organised by the 
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 
and presented by the National 
Museums of Scotland and 
Historic Environment Scotland, 
we explored the application of 
new techniques and technologies 
which are helping to shape the 
future of archaeological analysis.

Pushing the boundaries
In an open lecture, Dr Alison 
Sheridan (NMS) and Dr Lisa 
Brown (HES) presented a range 
of scientific techniques being 
undertaken on people and 
objects from Scotland’s past. 
They discussed a range of topics. 
The audience learned about how 
ancient DNA studies are helping 
us to understand the immigration 
of the earliest farmers into Britain 
and Ireland 6,000 years ago from 
the continent. Digital science and 
phone apps, such as Go Roman 
are using augmented reality a 
nd 3D scans to bring visitors 
to Bar Hill face to face with the 
people who would have lived  
and worked there. 

Technological innovation is 
helping us to study the impacts 
of climate change on coastal 
heritage down to a millimetre 
scale, while pXRF (portal  
X-Ray Florescence) is being  
used to identify barely visible 
paint on Roman sculpture.

Life Scientific
We were very lucky to have this 
‘in-conversation’ event chaired 
by Professor Jim Al-Khalili from 
Radio 4’s Life Scientific, who 
helped to guide the audience  
and presenters through the length 
and breadth of scientific research 
being undertaken in Scotland. 

A facial reconstruction  
with a twist
The event culminated with the 
unveiling of a reconstruction of  
a Neolithic dog from the Cuween 
chambered tomb in Orkney.  
This collaboration between 
the NMS, HES, the University 
of Edinburgh, the Royal (Dick) 
School of Veterinary Studies, 
and forensic artist Amy 
Thornton, utilised computerised 
tomography (CT) and laser 
scanning, traditional forensic 
reconstruction, isotopic study  
and aDNA analysis to create  
what might well be the very  
first reconstruction of a Neolithic 
dog ever attempted. 

Lisa Brown 
Historic Environment Scotland 

In 
Depth
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Reconstruction of Neolithic dog  
from Cuween, Orkney.
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Rewarding 
Heritage 
Heroes

THE HERITAGE HERO AWARDS, 
run by Archaeology Scotland, offer a 
framework, a focus and a reward for 
groups undertaking heritage focused 
projects. The Awards are free and are 
based on a relationship of trust and 
support between Archaeology Scotland 
and those taking part.

You can find all the paperwork you 
need for the Awards on Archaeology 
Scotland’s website at:

https://archaeologyscotland.org.uk/
learning/heritage-hero-awards/ 

Make the past come alive with 
Archaeology Scotland’s Heritage 
Learning Resources Portal! This 
is a one-stop-shop for resources 
about Scotland’s past and is for 
teachers and other educators to 
use with their learners.

• Activity and project ideas 
• Hands-on kits 
• Interactive games 
• Background info 
• Places to visit

http://archaeologyscotland.org.
uk/heritage-resources-portal
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Funded by:

M A X I M I S I N G  T H E  R O L E  A R C H A E O L O G Y  C A N  P L A Y  I N  L E A R N I N G

Heritage Resources Portal

#SCOTARCHSTRAT
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Graveyard Gossip: Stirling’s  
Historic Cemeteries
What do Bonnie Prince Charlie 
and the last siege of Stirling 
Castle, the stolen corpse of  
Mary Stevenson, Christine 
MacLagan the world’s first 
female archaeologist and 
William Moyes an engineer on 
the Titanic who stayed at his 
post and drowned, all have 
common?

They all feature in Stirling’s Top 
o’ The Town Cemetery which 
sits between the castle and the 
church of the Holy Rude, of which 
William Wordsworth said ‘we know 
of no sweeter cemetery in all our 
wanderings than that of Stirling’.

Forgotten Treasures
Stirling gets over 500,000 visitors 
a year and most miss the cemetery 
and even if they go through it they 
never hear these stories. In order 
to increase dwell time and improve 
the visitors’ experience Stirling 
Council’s Archaeologist has 
organised and trained a series of 
volunteers to run free tours of the 
cemetery and its key stories. 

The scheme has been running  
for two months and over 500  
free tours have been given!

This is part of a wider programme 
to train and support volunteers 
and share best practice across 
Stirlingshire in both guiding 
visitors and the clearing and 
recording of our historic 
cemeteries. These lie at the heart 
of local identity and are a key 
focus for ancestral tourists  
from the diaspora. 

To date 18 local groups have 
offered to ‘adopt’ their local 
cemetery and several are running 
their own free tours, but the  
fabric of these sites is fragile and 
some are closed to the public. 
We are currently fund raising for 
£20,000 to assess precisely how 
much work is needed at each site 
to make them safe and secure 
their future.

Murray Cook 
Stirling Council

Top o’ the Town 
Cemetary, Stirling.

Portrait of Bonnie  
Prince Charlie.
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Look ahead  
and get  
involved 

In this final feature, we look ahead 
to what will be happening over the 
next year, and let you know how 
you can join others across Scotland 
to deliver Scotland’s Archaeology 
Strategy. 

Our hashtag #ScotArchStrat is a 
great way for you to get involved. 
Follow it to see up-to-date news 
about how the Strategy is being 
delivered or tag your own content 
with it to share what you are 
doing to help make Scotland’s 
archaeology matter.

#SCOTARCHSTRAT

We’d love to share your stories!
We are always keen to hear of great 
work happening that is delivering the 
Strategy – if you have an example of 
best practice, lessons you’ve learned, 
or something you are particularly 
proud of, please get in touch! We 
would love to share your project 
so that others can learn and be 
inspired. You can quickly fill in  
a case study form at:

archaeologystrategy.scot/
promoting-the-strategy/ 

Scotland’s Archaeology  
Strategy Website
The Strategy website launched 
in 2016 and is gradually being 
populated with more information on 
how the Strategy is being delivered 
and how you can get involved. In 
2018, a launch video for the Strategy 
was released and racked up over 
4,000 views in a couple of weeks. 
You can find it, and much more, at:

archaeologystrategy.scot/ 

Scotland’s Strategic Archaeology 
Committee needs you!
Scotland’s Strategic Archaeology 
Committee is a group which 
represents a wide spectrum of 
interests in Scottish archaeology. 
They oversee and drive the delivery 
of Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy. 
Members sit on the Committee for 
four years. We regularly look for new 
members for both the Committee and 
its working groups. If you would like 
to be involved, please get in touch:

ArchaeologyStrategy@hes.scot 

#ScotlandDigs2020
If you are conducting any fieldwork 
next year keep your eye out for 
#ScotlandDigs2020! 

Use this hashtag to make your work 
part of a national conversation next 
summer.

INSIDE BACK 
COVER

PUTTING SCOTLAND’S  
ARCHAEOLOGY  
ON THE  
EUROPEAN  
STAGE
At the meeting of the European 
Association of Archaeologists in 
Bern, Switzerland, in September 
2019, Alison Sheridan from the 
National Museums Scotland  
gave a keynote. 

Well attended and received, she 
gave a wide-ranging presentation 
on the creation of big-picture 
stories in prehistory, siting 
Scotland’s Neolithic, Chalcolithic 
and early Bronze Age in its wider 
British and European context. 

The evidence from sites, artefacts, 
humans and animals was 
synthesised, including a colourful 
scan of a dog coprolite from  
Skara Brae!
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Opportunities for continuing 
professional development

Each year the Chartered  
Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA), 
supported by Historic Environment 
Scotland, deliver a series of workshops 
for professional development on a 
range of subjects.

If you want to find out more, visit:

https://www.archaeologists.net/
development/training 

Be a leader – Young 
Archaeologists' Club

There are 6 (and a half...) Young 
Archaeologists Clubs (YAC)  
in Scotland.

Over the last year they have been 
expanding their offer in Scotland.

If you are interested, to find out  
more please visit: 

https://www.yac-uk.org/

Research that matters to 
you – Regional Research 
Frameworks

Building on the Scottish Archaeological 
Research Framework, the development  
of regional research frameworks is 
gathering pace. Regional Research 
Frameworks are currently being 
progressed for Perth and Kinross, 
the Highlands and the Western and 
Northern Isles. 

There will be lots of opportunities for 
everyone to get involved in setting 
research questions which will shape 
research in the future.

You can find out more at:

https://www.scottishheritagehub.
com/regionalresearch

Learning though 
apprenticeships and PhDs

New opportunities for learning in 
archaeology will soon be arriving,  
with apprenticeship and college routes 
into the profession being developed 
by CIfA though the Strategy. Historic 
Environment Scotland’s Archaeology 
grants are continuing to support 
training by funding collaborative PhDs, 
with a recent focus on Archaeological 
Science. 

If you or anyone you know may be 
interested, look out for opportunities 
by following #ScotArchStrat or visiting:

http://archaeologystrategy.scot/

Get in touch!

If you have any questions, queries, 
ideas, or insights, please let us know at:

ArchaeologyStrategy@hes.scot
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Get in touch!
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You may re-use this information  
(excluding logos and images) free of  
charge in any format or medium, under  
the terms of the Open Government Licence 
v3.0 except where otherwise stated.

To view this licence, visit: 
http://nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-
government-licence/version/3/ 

Or write to: 
The Information Policy Team 
The National Archives 
Kew 
London 
TW9 4DU

Or email:  
psi@nationalarchives.gov.uk

Where we have identified any third party 
copyright information you will need to  
obtain permission from the copyright  
holders concerned.

Any enquiries regarding this document  
should be sent to us at:

Historic Environment Scotland 
Longmore House 
Salisbury Place 
Edinburgh 
EH9 1SH 
+44 (0) 131 668 8600

You can download this publication from  
our website at:  
www.historicenvironment.scot

This document is printed on 100 per  
cent recycled paper using non-toxic inks. 

If you no longer need this publication,  
please pass it on, recycle it or return it  
to Historic Environment Scotland. 

The Archaeology and World Heritage  
Team (HES). 

Design by Submarine Design.
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Front cover:  
SIRFA Delegates at Pobull 
Fhinn stone circle, North Uist.
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